The phase field model based on the nonlinear Cahn-Hilliard equation was applied to analyze the spinodal decomposition process in Al-Zn and Al-Zn-Cu alloys. Partial differential equations were solved using the explicit finite difference method for the Al-20, and 35 at. % Zn alloys aged at temperatures between 25 and 100 °C for times from 10 s to 2000 s and Al-20at.%Zn-10at.%Cu and Al-20at.%Zn-5at.%Cu alloys at temperatures between 400 and 500 °C for times from 3600 to 360000 s. ThermoCalc indicated that the copper addition extends the presence of the metastable miscibility gap up to a temperature of about 597 °C in comparison to the temperature of 350 °C for the binary case. This miscibility gap was calculated assuming that the equilibrium phases were not present and thus it is only existing at the early stages of aging. Simulation results pointed out that the phase decomposition process is much faster in the binary alloys than that in the ternary alloys in spite of the higher aging temperature for the latter case.
Introduction
The spinodal decomposition mechanism has been reported [1] [2] [3] to occur in the Al-Zn and Al-Zn-Cu alloy systems. Furthermore, this phase transformation is associated with the strengthening of both Al-rich and Zn-rich alloys [4] [5] [6] . The spinodal decomposition is also normally related to the presence of a miscibility gap which is present in both Al-Zn and Al-Zn-Cu alloys. In fact, the copper addition has been pointed out 2, 3 to increase the temperature of the miscibility gap. The phase decomposition kinetics in the Al-Zn alloys has been reported 7 to occur very fast in spite of the low aging temperatures. Thus, it has been difficult to study experimentally the spinodal decomposition in the early stages of aging in the binary alloys. To slow the spinodal decomposition kinetics, the addition of copper has been used in several works 2, 3 . The phase field method has been successfully applied to analyze the spinodal decomposition in different binary and ternary alloys [8] [9] [10] and it seems to be a good alternative to follow the phase decomposition process in both alloys since either short or long aging times can be used to analyze both the early stage of phase decomposition and the coarsening of the decomposed phases.
Thus, the purpose of the present work is using the advantage of the phase field method to characterize microstructurally and kinetically the spinodal decomposition in Al-Zn and Al-Zn-Cu alloys aged isothermally for different times in order to understand the effect of the copper addition on the spinodal decomposition process, as well as the difference in the kinetics of phase decomposition and the chemical composition of the decomposed phases.
Numerical Methodology
The nonlinear Cahn-Hilliard equation for a multicomponent system with a constant mobility can be reduced to the following equation 8 
where a n and b n are constants and the exponent n varies from 0 to 3. All these thermodynamic constants are shown in Table 1 3 . Interaction parameters values were determined and kept constant for each alloy composition and temperature.
In the case of the binary Al-Zn alloy system the following nonlinear Cahn-Hilliard equation was utilized for the analysis of phase decomposition:
In contrast, the following two equations were employed to analyze the phase decomposition in the ternary Al-ZnCu alloys:
That is, these three equations were solved considering periodic boundary condition (same size two-dimension mesh) with a random solute distribution at the initial condition, t=0 s, for all nodes at any x and y coordinate of in order to get the copper and zinc concentrations as a function of position and time. The initial amplitude for the modulation composition was fixed to be about ± 2.0 at. % for the alloying elements in order to produce a very small composition fluctuation.
The atomic mobility M i is related to the interdiffusion coefficient D i as follows:
The atomic mobility M i was determined using equation (8) M is the heat of mixing per unit volume at c = 0.5 and r o is the nearest-neighbor distance. The gradient energy coefficient K i was defined as follows:
where a Al is the lattice parameter 13 also given in Table  2 . The lattice parameter was considered to be constant with respect to temperature during the simulations.
The effect of coherency elastic strain energy has been reported 13 to be very low for the Al-Zn system with an absolute value of the lattice misfit η of about 0.017, and thus it was neglected for the calculation procedure. Nevertheless, the addition of copper in Al-Zn alloys is expected to increase the lattice misfit and thus the coherency elastic strain energy. However, its effect was not considered in the present work because no reliable values of lattice parameters and elastic constants are available for the ternary Al-Zn-Cu alloys.
The equations (5), and (6) and (7) were solved using the explicit finite difference method with 201 x 201 points-square grit with a mesh size of 0.10 nm and a time-step of 0.0001 to 1 s. The initial composition modulation of solute was determined by means of a random-number generator. The node number was selected in order to cover more properly the interface between the decomposed phases. The numerical simulation was carried out in two Al-Zn alloy compositions, 20 and 35at. % Zn, aged at temperatures between 25 and 100 °C for times from 10 s to 2000 s. Zn compositions were chosen in order to be located at the center and extreme of the miscibility gap. In the case of the ternary alloys, two compositions were selected, Al-20at.%Zn-10at.%Cu and Al20at.%Zn-5at.%Cu, which are close to the Zn composition in the binary alloys. These alloys were numerically simulated at temperatures between 400 and 450 °C for times from 3600 to 360000 s. All these compositions and temperatures were selected in order to be within the coherent spinodal line, which was verified by the increase in the amplitude of composition modulation with aging time during the spinodal decomposition simulation. The equilibrium phase diagrams for the Al-Zn and Al-Zn-Cu alloys were calculated by Thermo-Calc software using pbin and ssol5 data bases 14 . Figure 1 shows the Thermo-Calc 14 calculated equilibrium Al-Zn phase diagram. A miscibility gap can be observed in this alloy system. It is well known that the supersaturated solution α phase of theses alloys decomposes rapidly into a mixture of only the fcc Al-rich α 1 and Zn-rich α 2 phases as a result of aging either at room temperature or higher temperatures. The complete sequence of precipitation during aging is as follows 15 : first the formation of (Znrich) Guinier-Prestone zone, GPZ, spheres with a size of about 1-2 nm, which are completely coherent with the Al-rich α matrix phase. A further aging promotes the change of morphology of GPZ to ellipsoidal one. A subsequent aging causes the formation of the metastable (Zn-rich) α" phase. This is still coherent with the α phase matrix with a size of about 10 nm. A prolonged aging of this type of alloys permits to obtain the equilibrium close packed hexagonal cph (Zn-rich) η phase, which is incoherent with the matrix. The Al-Cu-Zn miscibility gaps, calculated by ThermoCalc by considering only fcc phases, at temperatures of 400, 450, 500 and 550 °C are shown in Figure 2 . The extension of miscibility gap decreases as the temperature increases. The miscibility gap vanishes at a temperature of about 597 °C which is higher than the maximum temperature of 350 °C in the binary alloy system. This fact suggests that the spinodal decomposition can occur at higher temperatures in the ternary alloy system. Furthermore, Ren et al. 16 pointed out that the copper addition causes an increase in width of the miscibility gap in the Al-Zn system which is in agreement with present work results. These miscibility gaps also indicate that the supersaturated solid solution, α phase, decomposes into a mixture of the Cu-poor Al-Zn α 1 and Cu-rich Al-Zn α 2 phases. The above results are in good agreement with the experimental study reported 2 using binary and ternary diffusion couples carried out at annealing temperatures of 320 and 340 °C.
Results and Discussions
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The Zn concentration profiles, plot of concentration versus distance, are shown in Figure 3 for the Al-35at.%Zn alloy aged at 50 °C for times from 0 to 1980 s. The total distance was 20 nm, but only a quarter of it is shown to observe more clearly the changes in amplitude. The amplitude of composition modulation increases with aging time as expected to occur in the spinodal decomposition mechanism. Besides, the initial supersaturated solid solution, curve for 0 s, decomposes into a mixture of Al-rich α 1 and Zn-rich α 2 phases as predicted by the calculated equilibrium diagram of binary system shown in Figure 1 . Figure 4 shows the evolution of Zn concentration profiles with aging time for the same composition alloy aged at a higher temperature, 50 °C. The aging time for the start of the spinodal decomposition was considered to be that one corresponding to the initial increase in modulation amplitude, more than ± 2.0 at. %, the initial fluctuation. The start time for this case is much shorter than about 60 s. Furthermore, the aging time was shorter than 10 s in order to cause the spinodal decomposition in the two alloy compositions, Al-20 and 35 at. % Zn alloys aged at temperatures equal to or higher than 100 °C. Hao et al. 17 studied the phase decomposition in an Al-50at.%Zn alloy and they found that the spinodal decomposition proceeded very fast after the solution treatment and quenching, which is in agreement with the present work results.
The evolution of Zn concentration profiles with aging time is shown in Figure 5 for the Al-20at.%Zn alloy aged at 25 °C for different times. The evolution of the modulation amplitude with aging time was higher in the Al-35at.%Zn alloy, Figure 3 , than that in the Al-20at.%Zn alloy. This fact can be attributed to the higher driving force of the Al-35at.%Zn alloy which is located almost at the center of the miscibility gap in comparison with the latter alloy composition. This fact suggests a higher value of the amplification factor which promotes a higher evolution of modulation amplitude with time according to the Cahn-Hilliard spinodal decomposition theory
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. The modulation wavelength remains almost constant with the aging time and it was determined to be between 1.5 and 2.0 nm for example, in the Al-35at.%Zn alloy aged at 25 °C. The modulation wavelength is very short and this can be attributed to the high driving force of the spinodal decomposition in this binary system. This fact, along with the fast atomic diffusion, may be also adopted as the reason for the absence of diffuse zones in the concentration profiles. This characteristic of spinodal decomposition has been widely reported [8] [9] [10] to take place during the early stages of aging in different spinodally decomposed alloys. The modulation wavelength values were reported to be about 8-9 nm in the literature 17, 18 for the aged Al-Zn alloys by XRD measurements. However, it is difficult to measure it since the spinodal decomposition, sidebands, was already detected in the as-quenched specimens. Muller et al. 19 reported values of about 1 nm for their Monte-Carlo simulation in Al-rich Al-Zn alloys aged at 27 °C for short times, up to 120 s, which shows good agreement with this work result.
The morphology of the phase decomposition, determined from the calculated Zn concentration profiles in two dimensions, is shown as an example in Figure 6 for the Al-35at.%Zn alloy aged at 25 °C for 1500 s. The composition scale, 0-50 and 50-100, was selected to show more clearly the Al-rich and Zn-rich phases. The total analyzed area was 20 nm x 20 nm, but this figure only shows a region of 10 nm x 20 nm. This image shows the presence of two phases, Zn-rich (colored in red) and Al-rich (colored in blue), with irregular and interconnected morphology, which has been reported 7 to occur in spinodally alloys with a low coherency strain-energy and thus no preferential alignment of the decomposed phase can be observed in these alloys. Zn-rich precipitates with an irregular shape were also detected in the Monte-Carlo simulation of aging at 27 °C for up to 120 s in Al-rich AlZn alloys 19 , which is in agreement with the present work. As stated before the evidence experimental of phase decomposition is difficult in Al-Zn alloys because of the fast kinetics. Nevertheless, there is a TEM micrograph of the Al-21.2at.%Zn alloy aged at 100 °C for 200 s in the literature 20 . This micrograph shows that the morphology of the decomposed phases is similar to that shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 shows the evolution of Al and Cu concentration profiles with aging time for the Al-20at.%Zn-10at.%Cu alloy aged at 450 °C for different times. The modulation amplitude also increases with aging time which confirms the presence of spinodal decomposition mechanism. Additionally, this figure indicates that the supersaturated solid solution decomposes into a mixture of the Cu-poor Al-Zn α 1 and Cu rich Al-Zn α 2 phases in agreement with the calculated miscibility gaps shown in Figure 2 . Furthermore, Thermo-Calc calculation for this alloy composition at 450 °C indicates that the equilibrium composition of the Al-Zn rich α 1 phase is about 90.70 at. % Al, 7.04 at. % Zn and 2.26 at. % Cu, while it is 65.87 at. % Al, 19.63 at. % Zn and 14.5 at. % Cu for the Al-Cu rich α 2 phase, see Figure 2 . These values suggest that the Al-Zn rich α 1 phase is Cu-poor, while the Al-Cu rich α 2 phase is Cu-rich. This fact shows a good agreement with the Al and Cu concentration profiles shown in Figure7. This figure also shows that the change in the modulation amplitude with aging time is much slower than that observed in the aged binary alloys, Figures. 3-5 , in spite of the higher aging temperature for this ternary alloy. This fact confirms that the copper addition to the Al-Zn alloys delays the spinodal decomposition process. According to the Cahn-Hilliard theory of spinodal decomposition
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, the modulation amplitude is a function of the amplification factor which has to be positive for the spinodal decomposition to take place. The amplification factor is also a function of the atomic mobility. That is, the higher the atomic mobility, the higher value of amplification factor and thus the change in modulation amplitude is faster. This behavior suggests that the copper addition retards the spinodal decomposition process since the atomic mobility or diffusion process is also expected to decrease. Table 2 shows that the activation energy for diffusion of copper in aluminum is higher, 130kJ/mol, than that of zinc in aluminum, 113 kJ/mol, 11 which may confirm the above explained behavior. Experimental results of the 2 at. % Cu addition to an Al-50at.%Zn alloy 17 indicated that the time for the spinodal decomposition increases 20 and 30 times for aging at 300 °C and room temperature, respectively. This retarding behavior is similar to that found in the present work. It is important to point out that the spinodal decomposition may not last as long as predicted in this simulation since several equilibrium phases, not shown in Figure 2 , may be formed during the actual aging of Al-Zn-Cu alloys.
The Al, Cu and Zn concentration profiles are shown in Figure 8 for the same composition alloy aged at 425 °C for different times. The modulation amplitude also increases with aging time. The evolution of the spinodal decomposition takes place more slowly than that of the same alloy aged at 450 °C. This is related to the slower diffusive process at 425 °C. Nevertheless, the process evolution is still slower than that observed in the binary aged alloys.
In contrast to the previous results, the evolution of Al concentration profiles for the Al-20at.%Zn-5at.%Cu alloy aged at 450 °C indicates that the spinodal decomposition process is slower than the other alloy aged at the same temperature since the modulation amplitude is lower, as shown in Figure 9 . This behavior can be accredited to the lower driving force since this composition is closer to the miscibility gap at this temperature than the other one. The modulation wavelength for the spinodal decomposition in the ternary alloys is slightly shorter, 1.0-1.25 nm, than that observed in the binary alloys. Hao et al. 17 also reported similar values for the modulation wavelength in the binary and ternary alloys.
The micrograph of phase decomposition, formed by Zn concentration in two dimensions, is shown in Figure 10 for the Al-20at.%Zn-10at.%Cu aged at 450 °C for 120000 s. Two phases are observed, Al-Zn rich α 1 (green color) and Al-Cu rich α 2 (red color), presenting an irregular and interconnected shape, similar to that observed in the binary alloy. No experimental evidence at high magnifications was found in the literature for the microstructure of the spinodally-decomposed phases during the early stages of aging in the ternary alloys.
Conclusions
The copper addition to the Al-Zn alloy system caused the extension of the metastable miscibility gap up to a temperature of about 597 °C for the ternary alloy system. The aging process promoted the spinodal decomposition of the supersaturated solid solution in both the binary and ternary alloys. The kinetics of phase decomposition was much faster in the binary alloys than that observed in the ternary in spite of the higher aging temperatures for the latter case. The main characteristics of the spinodal decomposition mechanism were observed to take place in both the aged binary and ternary alloys. The decomposed phases presented an irregular and interconnected shape and they corresponded to the Al-rich α 1 and Zn-rich α 2 phases, and Cu-poor Al-Zn rich α 1 and Cu-rich Al-Zn α 2 phases for the binary and ternary alloys, respectively, as predicted by the corresponding miscibility gaps. Alloy compositions close to the center of miscibility gap exhibited a faster kinetics of phase decomposition.
